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Abstract
Background

RT is considered insensitive to GIST,However, recently, the effective clinical practice of RT in GIST has
been reported,The purpose of this study was to clarify the synergistic effect of RT combined with IM on
GIST and the potential molecular mechanism.

Methods

The expression of DNA repair genes related to IR in 100 patients with GIST and their matched tissues was
studied by IHC.The relationship between them and clinicopathological characteristics and risk of GIST
was analyzed.The effects of IR combined with IM on the proliferation, clonogenesis, invasion and
migration, cell cycle and apoptosis of GIST-882 cell were examined by cell count, CCK-8, plate cloning,
scratch and transwell, and �ow cytometry.Combined with KEGG database signal pathway analysis, qPCR
and westernblot were used to study the potential molecular mechanism of coordinated inhibition of IM
combined with IR on GIST-882 cell.

Results

The expression of DNA repair protein related to IR injury in GIST was signi�cantly higher than that in
matched adjacent tissues, and the high expression of Rad51 was related to the high risk of GIST (P <
0.05).The interaction between IR and IM was strong by factorial design analysis (P < 0.05). The combined
index of choutalalay analysis also proved the above conclusion.Compared with the single effect, the
combined effect signi�cantly enhanced the ability of clone formation, migration and invasion, and the
inhibition of apoptosis of GIST-882 cells.In cell cycle study,IM mainly leads to direct apoptosis, while IR
leads to cell cycle arrest in S and G2 / M phases.In the study of molecular mechanism, it was found that
IR damage can feedback stimulate the high expression of DNA repair protein in cells, while im may
enhance IR sensitivity by inhibiting the expression of radiation damage related DNA repair protein Rad51
in p53 signaling pathway.

Conclusions

IM combined with IR can synergistically inhibit the proliferation, apoptosis, clonogenesis, invasion,
migration and cell cycle of GIST cells. The mechanism of synergism may be through IM to inhibit p53, a
signal pathway of radiation damage repair.

Background
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) are the most commonmesenchymal tumors in the
gastrointestinal tract, with an annual incidence of about 1-3/0.1 million(1)Mesylate Imatinib(IM) is a �rst-
line drug for the treatment of advanced GIST 2-4).However, 70%-80% of patients have secondary drug
resistance, which seriously affects the prognosis(5-8).In the past, it was generally believed that the
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radiosensitivity of GIST was lacking,only the palliative treatment of GIST bonemetastasis was
recommended in the guidelines(9),it is mainly due to the slow response rate of RT in the treatment of soft
tissue sarcoma, and the early retrospectivecase study has little bene�t.Secondly, the limitations of
imaging and radiotherapy (RT) technology make it di�cult for GIST in the abdominal cavity toreceive
local high-dose radiation 10,11 .

With the development of tumor molecular heterogeneity theory(12), there are still some patients with GIST
who are sensitive to radiotherapy, especially for the patients with advanced stage(13-16).In addition, with
the development of imaging technology and modern tissue and organ radiation technology, it has
become a reality to concentrate high-dose radiation locally in abdominal cavity tumors(12), which
challenges RT's insensitivity to GISTs. In recent years, reports on the e�cacy and safety of RT in GIST
have been emerging (17-21),the RT research of 15 cases of GIST published by John J Cuaron (22) in
2013 and the RT single arm clinical trial of 25 cases of GIST published by Heikki Joensuu (23) in 2015
provide the effective basis for the application of RT in GIST.

Coincidentally, we looked for RT in GIST and found that IM plays a role in radiosensitization in many
other tumors(24-27), but the internal molecular mechanism is not uni�ed (28,29).Some studies have
suggested that it may be closely related to the homologous recombination (HR) repair protein Rad51 (30),
IM can cause the translation of Rad51 to be blocked(31-33).But the basic research of RT combined IM in
GIST has never been reported.Therefore, this study studies the synergistic inhibition of IM combined with
ionizing radiation(IR) on the biological behavior of GIST-882 at the cellular level, which provides a new
treatment idea for the current targeted treatment of GIST.

Methods
Human tissues

The pathological sections of 100 cases of gastrointestinal stromal tumors and their corresponding
paratumoral tissues (at least 5 cm away from the tumor) were provided from Xiehe Hospital A�liated to
Fujian Medical University,the clinicopathological data of these patients were collected in detail.All
patients had not received any radiotherapy, chemotherapy and targeted treatment, and received
gastrointestinal stromal tumor resection.The samples of 100 patients (2010-2018 gastrectomy) were
collected for immunohistochemical staining. This study was approved by the ethics committee of Union
Hospital of Fujian Medical University and obtained the written consent of all patients.

Main instruments

Flow cytometry: BD company, USA; RS2000: source;

Immunohistochemistry(IHC)

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis have previously been described as [15]. See attachment 1 for
details.
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Culture of cell line

Human gist cell line (GIST-882 cell) was purchased from cosmobio company in Japan. The cells were
cultured in 1640 (GIBCO, Grand Island, NY) or DMEM medium containing 10% 15% fetal bovine serum at
37 ℃ and 5% CO2.

IM concentration preparation

The powder im (Sigma: sml1027) was �rst prepared into 10mmol / L stock solution, and then diluted
according to the required concentration;

Cell proliferation experiment

Cell morphology observation and cell counting method: the cells in the logarithmic growth period were
intervened by different factors. After 48h, the changes of cell morphology were observed under the
inverted microscope and the cell viability was counted. The cell proliferation experiment was carried out
according to the instructions of CCK8 KIT, and the details are shown in Appendix 1;

Plate cell clonogenesis experiment

The GIST-882 cell lines of different intervention groups were made into cell suspension and diluted with
gradient multiple. The cell density of 8000 cells/well was respectively inoculated into the six pore plate,
three of them were re porous, mixed and placed in the incubator. Regular observation, when there are
visible clones, terminate the culture. Discard supernatant and wash twice. Fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, add appropriate amount of Gimsa for dyeing, wash off the dyeing solution slowly
with running water and dry. Put the plate upside down and add a piece of transparent �lm with grid, and
count more than 50 cell clones under microscope (low power microscope);

Migration and invasion experiments

GIST-882 cells were treated with IM at different concentrations for 24 hours and then treated with IR at
different doses. The distance of cell migration was observed and recorded regularly. 72 hours later, cell
migration around the scratch was observed under inverted microscope. The lateral migration area of each
treatment group was calculated by ImageJ software. Transwell migration and invasion experiment: 5 ×
104 gist cells (200ul cell suspension) in each Transwell cell chamber (with or without matrix glue), 800ul
complete culture medium containing 20% FBS was placed at the bottom of the chamber, and the matrix
and cells in the upper chamber were wiped with cotton swabs 48 hours later, and the cells were counted
under the microscope after crystal violet staining.

Detection of early apoptosis

Set the cell density to 5 × 105 / ml (inoculated on the six pore plate), set it to 4 groups, 3 multiple pores,
respectively as the control group, im2um, ir100gy, IM + IR; after 24 hours of wall sticking, Im intervention,
and IR after 24 hours; after 24 hours of IR, digestion and washing of cells: count the cells, so that the
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number of cells in each tube is between 5 × 105 - 1 × 106, add 500ul 1 × bindingbuffer suspension cells
according to the instructions of the kit, etc Operation, �ow cytometry detection.

Detection of cell cycle and late apoptosis

The treatment was the same as that of the control group, IM=0.5uM, IM=2uM, IR=100Gy, IR=150Gy,
IM=0.5uM + IR=150Gy, IM=2uM + IR=100Gy; the treatment was the same as that of the control group,
centrifuged and �xed with 70% ethanol, 4 ℃ overnight. Pre cooled PBS, re suspension cells, centrifuged
cells; propidium iodide staining solution, after avoiding light and temperature bath, re suspension cells
with PBS, �ow cytometry detection and analysis.

Quantitativereal-timePCR

Sample collection and RNA extraction and reverse transcription:The above-mentioned treatment method
involves cell 6 intervention under different conditions, PBS washing once, RNA extraction according to the
instructions, quantitative RNA concentration and purity, and reverse transcription to cDNA at - 80 ℃; the
primer sequence of the target gene is obtained by referring to relevant literature, as follows:

ATM:(F:TGGATCCAGCTATTTGGTTTGA,R:CCAAGTATGTAACCAACAACAATAGAAGAAG)

P53: (F:TGGTTCCATCAGTCAGGTCA, R:ACAGCAGGAGCAGATTCCAC)

RAD51:(F:CAGATGCAGCTTGAAGCAAA, R: TTCTTCACATCGTTGGCATT)

GAPDH:(F:TGGTTCCATCAGTCAGGTCA, R: ACAGCAGGAGCAGATTCCAC)

Real time �uorescence quanti�cation:Using Promega GoScript Taq qPCR Master Mi kit,the reaction
system was constructed by the kit, each reaction was set up with 3 repetitive systems, and the relative
expression was calculated by the software;

Western Blot assay

Western blot analysis was performed using the following antibodies ATM/ATR(#2851);r-
H2A.X(ab2893);P53(#2527);RAD51(ab133534);Ku70+Ku80(ab53126);AKT(#4685);p-
AKT(#4080);Erk1/2(#4695);p-Erk1/2(#4370 );β-actin(#4970);See attachment 1 for details.

Statistical methods

All the data were processed using the SPSS23.0 statistical software package and Prism 7.0 software
(GraphPad).Continuous values are expressed as the mean ±standard deviation and analyzed using the
Student’s t test.Categorical variables were analyzed using the χ2 or Fisher’s exact tests.The synergistic
effect of the two factors was analyzed by factorial analysis and repeated analysis.The difference was
considered statistically signi�cant at P < 0.05.
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Results
Radiation-related DNA damage repair protein are increased in GIST

Immunohistochemical staining was used,the expression rates of GIST in 80 cases (Rad51), 50 cases (y-
H2A.X), 30 cases (Ku70/80) and their corresponding adjacent tissues were 93.75%vs43.75%,80.00%
vs26.00% and 43.33%vs10.00%, respectively.The differences were statistically signi�cant (Figure 1A, B
and C).The high expression of Rad51 protein was positively correlated with the high risk of GIST (P <
0.05) (Table 1).It is suggested that the radiation-related DNA damage repair protein is closely related to
the genesis and development of GIST.

IR combined with IM signi�cantly inhibited the biological behavior of GIST-882 cell

In order to study the combined effect, we selected IM=1uM, 2uM and IR=100Gy to observe under the
microscope respectively. It was found that compared with each single group, the cell density of the
combined group decreased signi�cantly, and the cells gradually shrank and grew, and the state was
gradually disintegrating Figure 2 A B .The number of cells in the combined group decreased
signi�cantly(Figure 2 C).CCK8 method was used to detect the inhibitory effect of IM and IR on cell
growth,the IC50 (EC50) of IM was 7.775uM, 4.068uM and 1.865uM at 24h, 48h and 72h, and IR was
231.78Gy, 123.80Gy and 417.80Gy, respectively.Repeated measurement analysis of variance showed that
GIST-882 cells had time-dependent(P1 < 0.01, P2 < 0.01) and dose-dependent (P1 < 0.01; P2 < 0.01)
effects on IM and IR, and IM concentration and time had synergistic effect (P < 0.01)(Figure3A,B).

The results of factorial analysis showed that IM and IR had a strong interaction (P < 0.01), indicating that
IM combined with IR had a synergistic inhibitory effect on the proliferation of GIST-882 cells Figure3C
Extended Data Fig1A,B .Chou Talalay analysis showed that the CI value of each combination group was
less than 0.7, that is, there is at least slight synergy, and the CI of multiple combination groups was less
than 0.3, showing strong synergistic effect(Figure 3D, table 2).By analyzing the effect of IM on EC50 in IR
group, we found that EC50 in IR group was 231.78Gy without IM treatment, while EC50 in IR group
dropped to 37.85Gy when IM = 1uM Figure 3E .

Compared with the control group, the number of cell clones in IM=1uM group, IR=100Gy group and
combination group decreased signi�cantly, and the difference was statistically signi�cant.But compared
with the IM=1uM group alone, the cell clone number of the combined group was lower. Although there
was no signi�cant difference between the IR=100Gy group and the combined group, cell colonies had
been found in the IR group, but there was no cell colony formation in the combined group Figure3F,3G).

In terms of cell migration and invasion ability, the combined group had more signi�cant inhibition on cell
lateral migration ability (P1 < 0.01, P1 < 0.01) (Figure 4A), and the Transwell chamber vertical migration
experiment showed the same result (Figure 4B).The invasion experiment showed that compared with IM
and IR alone, the number of invasive cells in the combined group decreased signi�cantly, and the
difference was statistically signi�cant (P1 < 0.01, P2 < 0.01) (Figure 4C).
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Combined action inhibited the early apoptosis, cell cycle and late apoptosis of GIST-882 cell

In the aspect of early apoptosis, IM=2uM, IR=100Gy and the combination group all increased the
apoptosis of GIST-882 cells, and the difference was statistically signi�cant (P1 < 0.05, P2 < 0.05, P3 <
0.01).However, compared with the group of IM=2uM, there was no signi�cant difference in the apoptosis
rate of the combined group (P = 0.102), compared with the group of IR = 100Gy (P1 < 0.05) (Figure 5A).

Because G0/G1 phase indicates late apoptosis, G2/M phase indicates that cells will enter the pre-mitotic
stage, and cell accumulation represents cell cycle arrest, so we focused on analyzing the effects of
different intervention groups in these two stages.

In terms of late apoptosis, in G0/G1 phase: compared with IM group, the late apoptosis rate of combined
group was signi�cantly increased, and IR could enhance the late apoptosis effect of IM on cells (Figure
5B).Interestingly, in G2/M phase: compared with the control group, IR group had obvious cell cycle arrest,
while IM and combination group had no cell cycle arrest.In order to highlight the independent effect of IR
and IM, the concentration of IM was reduced to 0.5uM and increased to 8uM, and the dose of IR was
increased to 150Gy. The cell ratio of IM=0.5uM + IR=150gy and IM=8uM + IR=100Gy in G0/G1 and G2/M
phases was observed. The statistical results suggested that (Extended Data Fig2A, B, C). IR mainly
induced cell cycle arrest (in S phase and G2 / M phase), while IM could promote apoptosis of IR induced
cells in cell cycle arrest.

The effect of combined action on the transcription level of related genes

Combined with related studies and KEGG signaling pathway, radiation-related DNA damage response
signaling pathway is closely related to p53 signaling pathway , which mainly includes γ-H2AX, ATM/ATR,
p53, etc. [34-35].Therefore, we speculate that IM may play a role in radiosensitization by inhibiting the
above signal pathway.Therefore, at the transcription level, we studied the effect of combined action on
the expression of radiation-related DNA damage repair genes (ATM, p53 and Rad51). The results showed
that (Figure 6): except for the p53 combined group (P = 0.208) (Figure 6B), the intervention group could
promote the expression of ATM,p53 and Rad51 (Figure 6A-C):;Compared with IR alone, IM combined with
IR could promote ATM expression(Figure 6A), while IM combined with IR resulted in the decrease of p53
and Rad51 expression(Figure 6B,6C).

Based on the mechanism of IM as radiosensitizer in other tumors, we speculate that Rad51 may play a
key role in the process of IM sensitization IR [35,36]. Therefore, we focus on the transcription of Rad51.In
a certain range of IM concentration (1-4uM), with the increase of IM concentration, the inhibition of
Rad51 expression was enhanced, indicating that IM could indeed inhibit Rad51 transcription, and then
sensitize IR to the damage of GIST-882 cells;Interestingly, when the IM concentration exceeds the extreme
value (8uM), the transcription level of Rad51 rises again. We suspect that under the action of ultra-high
IM concentration, the surviving cell groups may have universal drug resistance, and maintain the stability
of tumor cell genome through high expression of Rad51 (Extended Data Fig3A);However, under a certain
dose of IR, the transcription level of Rad51 is generally increased, indicating that Rad51 protein is indeed
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one of the proteins that lead to radiation tolerance, which is consistent with other studies [34-36].
However, high dose of IR (200Gy) also leads to the decline of Rad51 transcription level (Extended Data
Fig3B), indicating that high dose of radiation makes it di�cult for cells to complete self-healing and
eventually lead to apoptosis.

Compared with the single IR group, the transcriptional level of Rad51 in the combination group was
inhibited (Figure6D, 6E, 6F), which indicated that IM could inhibit the increase of transcriptional level of
Rad51 stimulated by IR, so as to inhibit DNA repair induced by IR and achieve sensitization.

The effect of combination on the translation level of related genes

IM, as a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, mainly suppresses PI3K / AKT and RAS-MAPK, two classic signaling
pathways. We wonder whether these two tumor proliferation related signaling pathways can amplify the
intensity of p53, a radiation-related DNA damage repair signaling pathway, and then maintain the stability
of tumor genetic material.We found that IM did inhibit the activation of AKT / PI3K and Raf-MAPK
signaling pathways (Figure 6G, H), while IR promoted the expression of ATM, y-H2AX, p53, Rad51, which
are DNA double strand break repair proteins.Compared with IR alone, the combined effect promoted the
expression of ATM and y-H2AX, but inhibited the expression of p53 and Rad51 protein (Figure 6G, I),
which indirectly suggested that IM might inhibit its classical proliferation related signaling pathway, As a
result, p53, a radiation-related DNA repair signal pathway, could not be fully activated, and its
downstream DNA damage repair protein (Rad51) could not be fully activated and raised, thus enhancing
the killing effect of radiation on GIST-882 cells.

Discussion
The tolerance of tumor is a great challenge for tumor therapy. The instability of tumor genome is
considered to be the main reason for the resistance of tumor therapy (37). Therefore, in the process of
tumorigenesis and development, DNA damage repair protein needs to be highly expressed to maintain the
instability of tumor genome (38-40).In this experiment, the expression of DNA damage repair protein in
GIST was signi�cantly increased, and the high expression of Rad51 was positively correlated with the risk
of GIST, which not only suggested that the high expression of DNA repair protein played an important role
in the instability of GIST genome, but also led to the high risk of recurrence and drug resistance of GIST,
which provided a molecular theory for IM combined with radiotherapy.Unfortunately, there are few
samples of new adjuvant therapy before operation, especially the application of radiation in GIST, so it is
impossible to obtain the in�uence of IM and IR on the expression of DNA repair protein in GIST, which is
also the direction of further research in the future.

The EC50 of IR in this study is much higher than the effective radiation dose (5-40Gy) of other tumor cell
lines, which fully re�ects the radiosensitivity of GIST as a soft tissue sarcoma. Because the current
reports on the IR study of GIST cell line are basically blank, a lot of time and energy have been spent in
the early stage to explore the effective dose, and it is hoped that this study can provide a powerful dose
reference for the research in this direction.In vitro cell proliferation experiment, we found that both the
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interaction of factorial analysis and synergistic index analysis, IM combined with IR showed a good
synergistic inhibition effect on cells, especially IM signi�cantly changed EC50 in IR group, which may
greatly enhance the response rate of clinically insensitive patients under the action of IM sensitizer, and
may break the guide of GIST radiosensitivity Concept has great clinical signi�cance.In addition, in cell
cycle and apoptosis experiments, IM can rapidly induce apoptosis without obvious cell cycle arrest effect,
re�ecting the sensitivity of target drugs. IR mainly leads to cell cycle arrest. At this time, cells stimulate
DNA damage repair protein expression through feedback, repair DNA damage caused by IR, and lead to
radiation tolerance. The results of immunohistochemistry showed that these proteins were highly
expressed in GIST, which further explained the molecular basis of radiosensitivity in GIST.

At the molecular level, previous studies of KEGG cell pathway analysis and a large number of related IM
combined with IR in other tumors have been reported, We speculate that when the cell is damaged by IR, it
activates the DNA radiation damage response axis in the upstream of p53 signal pathway with ATM
/ATR--γ-H2AX--p53 as the axis, and then collects the downstream related proteins with Rad51 protein as
the core to focus on the vicinity of the damaged DNA double strand, and repair the broken DNA double
strand through the HR signal pathway,this downstream repair response is called the radiation damage
repair axis(Extended Data Fig4A,B).By analyzing the cumulative enhancement effect of IM combined with
IR on the transcription level of upstream ATM, and IM can inhibit the transcription of p53 and Rad51 in IR
group, it shows that the joint damage to cells stimulates the stress response of ATM, the upstream
protein, while IM inhibits the activation of DNA repair protein caused by IR, which occurs in the signal
molecules below p53. Therefore, we boldly suspect the signal pathway and IR induced by IM The repair
signal pathway of hair may intersect on p53 protein, and the downstream Rad51 protein may be the key
star molecule of IM combined with IR to inhibit radiation repair.Single dose cumulative effect analysis of
Rad51 transcription level showed that IM promoted Rad51 transcription compared with the control group,
which was contrary to our previous expectation, and Rad51 transcription level did gradually decrease with
the increase of IM concentration, so we think that under the range of IM treatment concentration, cell
damage effect was mainly shown, the signal pathway to maintain the stability of tumor cell genome
occupied the dominant position resulted in the up regulation of Rad51 transcription level.However, with
the increase of IM concentration, the signal of IM inhibiting radiation damage gradually increased and
occupied the dominant position, leading to the downregulation of Rad51 transcription.However, at a
certain dose of IR, the transcription level of Rad51 was generally increased, which was consistent with
our expectation. In the combination group of different doses, IM can inhibit the expression of Rad51,
which indirectly shows that IM can inhibit the expression of DNA repair protein induced by IR by inhibiting
the expression of Rad51 protein.In GIST, IM mainly suppresses PI3K/AKT and Raf-MAPK. Therefore, we
speculate whether the inhibition of these two tumor proliferation signaling pathways leads to the
attenuation of DNA damage repair signaling pathway. Protein analysis shows that IM combined with IR
indeed leads to the accumulation of upstream ATM and γ-H2AX damage response protein, while IM can
inhibit IR induced p53 and Rad51 homologous recombination DNA Expression of a repair protein.

In the future, there are still many questions to be discussed about the synergistic inhibition mechanism of
IM combined with IR on GIST, such as whether the synergistic effect of in vivo animal model is as
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signi�cant as that of in vitro cell experiment? Whether Rad51 is the key star molecule of IM combined
with IR, it is far from enough to draw a conclusion only from the apparent expression.

Conclusions
IM combined with IR can synergistically inhibit the proliferation, apoptosis, clonogenesis, invasion,
migration and cell cycle of GIST cells. The mechanism of synergism may be through IM to inhibit p53, a
signal pathway of radiation damage repair.
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Table 1 Correlation between Rad51 protein and clinicopathological data of GIST patients
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Table 2 Chou-talalayAnalysis of CI value of combined inhibition of IM and IR on GIST-882 cells

  Concentration   IM(uMol/L)  

IR(Gy) 1 5 10

30 0.42203 0.49320 0.38266

  80 0.26909 0.25183 0.26664

  180 0.30412 0.22518 0.11184

    240 0.29569 0.12060 0.09823

Note: CI>1 is antagonistic CI=1 is additive action 0.7<CI<1 is slight synergy  0.3<CI< 0.7     is synergy
CI<0.3 is strong synergy.

Figures
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Figure 1

A, B and C respectively show that: the high expression (left) and low expression (right) of Rad51 protein,
γ-H2A.X protein and Ku70/80 protein in gastrointestinal stromal tumor (upper) and its adjacent tissues
(lower), the difference is statistically signi�cant (p1<0.01, p2<0.01, p3<0.01); microscope multiple: 400×;
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Figure 2

A B respectively show that the effects of different combinations of IR = 100Gy and IM=0, 1, 2 and 4uM on
the morphology of GIST-882 cells were observed under 200 and 400 power microscope; C:the effects of IR
= 100Gy, IM=1 and 2uM on the number of GIST-882 cells were detected by the method of living cell count;
Comparison among groups:F=317.35, Sig=0.000  LSD Multiple comparisons: Ctrl VS IM=1: Sig=0.088
Ctrl VS IR=100: Sig=0.000  IM=1 VS United 1: Sig=0.000  IR=100Gy VS United 1: Sig=0.003  Ctrl VS
IM=2: Sig=0.000  IM=2 VS United 2: Sig=0.000  IR=100 VS United 2:Sig=0.003  (Attach:uM=uMol/L)
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Figure 3

CCK-8 was used to study the inhibitory effect of IM and IR on the proliferation of GIST-882 cells,
FigureA:The time and Concentration dependence curve of IM on GIST- 882 cells, the "Mauchly" spherical
symmetry test:W=0.945 P=0.525;Concentration F=3824.56 P=0.000;Time F=1469.668 P=0.000 The
interaction between IM concentration and time: Im * time F=25.596 P=0.000  FigureB. "Mauchly"
spherical symmetry test:W=0.907 P=0.483;Concentration F=118.96 P=0.000;Time: F=201.41
P=0.000;Interaction of IR dose and time IR*Time F=1.41 P=0.215  FigureC, Correction model of ANOVA in
factorial design F=150.07 Sig=0.000 IM main effect  F=325.54 Sig=0.000 IR main effect F=325.26
Sig=0.000 Interaction of IM*IR F=3.980 Sig=0.004 D, CI>1 is antagonistic CI=1 is additive action
0.7<CI<1 is slight synergy 0.3<CI<0.7 is synergy,CI<0.3 is strong synergy. Figure3E:Effect of IM on EC50 in
IR group,When IM is 0uM, 1uM, 5uM and 10uM,the EC50 of IR group are 231.78Gy, 37.85Gy, 15.95Gy and
8.88Gy respectively,homogeneity test of variance:F=2.939,Sig=0.099 Comparison of EC50:F=162.84(P
0.01) Tamhane correction multiple comparison:IM=0 VS IM=1: F=16.42(P 0.01),IM=1 VS IM=5: F=2.89(P
0.01),IM=5 VS IM=10 : F=2.53(p=0.29) Figure3F,G: The effects of IM alone, IR group and combination

group on the clonogenesis of GIST-882 cells:One way ANOVA,LED multiple comparison Ctr VS
IM=1uM(P=0.018),Ctr VS IR=100Gy(P=0.001),Ctr VS Combined group(P=0.000) IM=1uM VS Combined
group (P=0.002),IR=100Gy VS Combined group (P=0.28)
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0.01) Tamhane correction multiple comparison:IM=0 VS IM=1: F=16.42(P 0.01),IM=1 VS IM=5: F=2.89(P
0.01),IM=5 VS IM=10 : F=2.53(p=0.29) Figure3F,G: The effects of IM alone, IR group and combination

group on the clonogenesis of GIST-882 cells:One way ANOVA,LED multiple comparison Ctr VS
IM=1uM(P=0.018),Ctr VS IR=100Gy(P=0.001),Ctr VS Combined group(P=0.000) IM=1uM VS Combined
group (P=0.002),IR=100Gy VS Combined group (P=0.28)

Figure 4

The migration and invasion of GIST-882 cells were in�uenced by IM alone, IR group and combination
group;A,Scratch test: the difference of lateral migration area of GIST-882 cells between IM, IR and
combination groups,Analysis of variance between groups: F = 507.71 (P < 0.01),LSD multiple
comparison:Ctr VS IM=1uM ( P 0.01),Ctr VS IR=100Gy ( P 0.01),Ctr VS IM+IR ( P 0.01)  IM=1uM VS
IM+IR ( P 0.01),IR=100Gy VS IM+IR(P 0.01) B,Longitudinal migration experiment:homogeneity test of
variance:F=1.17 (p=0.38);Analysis of variance between groups:F=323.88( P 0.01),LSD multiple
comparisons:Ctr VS IM=1uM( P 0.01), Ctr VS IR=100Gy( P 0.01),IM=1uM VS IM+IR( P 0.01), IR=100Gy
VS IM+IR( P 0.01);C,Invasive experiment:homogeneity test of variance:F=0.945 (p=0.463),analysis of
variance between groups:F=215.39( P  0.01),LSD multiple comparisons: Ctr VS IM=1uM( P 0.01), Ctr VS
IR=100Gy( P 0.01), IM=1uM VS IM+IR( P 0.01), IR=100Gy VS IM+IR( P 0.01);
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Figure 5

A.Statistics of apoptosis rate of GIST-882 cells,compared with the control group,the number of apoptosis
cells in IM=2uM IR=100Gy and IM2uM+IR100Gy increased signi�cantly,the difference was statistically
signi�cant (p=0.011, p=0.035, p=0.003),and the combined group had the most apoptosis,but compared
with IM = 2uM group, there was no signi�cant difference (P=0.102),compared with IR= 100Gy group, the
difference was statistically signi�cant (P=0.024);B,Statistics of cell cycle and late apoptosis of GIST-
882,In G0/G1 phase: compared with the control group,IM=2uM group could signi�cantly enhance the rate
of late apoptosis (P< 0.05), while IR = 100Gy group had no enhancement (P>0.05);Compared with IM =
2uM group, IM=2uM + IR=100Gy group signi�cantly increased the rate of late apoptosis (P<0.05);In G2/M
phase: compared with the control group,there was signi�cant cell cycle arrest in IR = 100Gy group
(P<0.05), but there was no cell cycle arrest in IM = 2uM group and IM=2uM + IR=100Gy group (P>0.05);
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Figure 6

A. ATM(Ataxia telanggiectasia-mutated gene) :Compared with the control group,IM  IR and IM + IR all can
promote the transcription of ATM gene (p1<0.01, p2<0.01, p3<0.01),and compared with IR group, the
transcription of ATM gene in the combined group increased signi�cantly (p1<0.01);B. Compared with the
control group IM and IR can promote the transcription of p53 gene (p1<0.01, p2<0.01), but there is no
signi�cant difference between the combined group and the control group, and compared with the IR
group, the transcription of p53 in the combined group is signi�cantly down regulated (p1<0.01);C.
Compared with the control group, IM  IR and IM + IR can promote the transcription of Rad51 gene
(p1<0.05, p2<0.01, p3<0.01), and the transcription of Rad51 in the combined group was signi�cantly
down regulated (p1<0.05);D E and F:The transcription level of Rad51 was inhibited in diffwerent
combination group compared with corresponding IR group (p<0.01, P<0.05, p<0.05),it is suggested that
IM can inhibit the increase of transcription of Rad51 stimulated by IR, and thus inhibit DNA repair induced
by ionizing radiation, so as to achieve radiation sensitization; G. The change of gene protein level in gist-
882 cells by im combined with IR: H:IM leads to the inhibition of Akt/PI3K and Ras-MAPK signaling
pathways, especially the inhibition of Akt and ERK1/2 protein phosphorylation (p1<0.01,
p2<0.01);I,Compared with the control group, the expression of ATM, γ- H2AX, p53 and Rad51 was
increased by IR alone (p1<0.01, p2<0.01, p3<0.01, p4<0.01). Compared with IR alone, the expression of
ATM protein was accumulated (p1< 0.01), while the expression of p53 and Rad51 was inhibited by
combined action (p1<0.01, p2<0.01);
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